Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — A powerful earthquake hit a wide area of Northern California and parts of Nevada yesterday, collapsing houses, swaying skyscrapers and forcing the evacuation of some buildings. There were no immediate reports of injury.

The earthquake hit at about 1:15 p.m. and was centered near Anderson Dam, 5 miles east of San Jose. Ground crews were sent to inspect the dam and the upstream gates were closed.

The worst California earthquake in recent years was the May 2, 1983, quake that devasted the Central California town of Coalinga. That registered 6.7 and destroyed 90 percent of the downtown business district.

In yesterday’s quake, San Francisco police reported shattered glass fell from the roof of the San Luis Obispo, 250 miles south of San Francisco and in western Nevada.

In Martinez, about 55 miles east of San Francisco, Nel Veder said, "Capshands rattled, chandeliers swayed. It was a long rolling quake of about 20 seconds duration." She said she was the strongest earthquake she has felt in at least 15 years.

But no reports of the quake, at 1:15 p.m. PST, came in from as far south as Stanford, 35 miles to the south, and Fresno, 200 miles to the southeast of San Francisco. In Sacramento, about 75 miles to the east, it was felt lightly. Most people described the quake as one- or two-rolling shakes.

In San Francisco, the skyscraper housing the AP bureau swayed and trembled for close to 20 to 30 seconds.

Families crumbling, says Schlafly

By KEITH HARRISON, JR.
Senior Staff Reporter

An all-night sit-in demonstration will take place tomorrow in LaFortune Student Center, and the candlelight vigil protesting the new alcohol policy has been cancelled, according to former Keenan Hall President Jim Wolfe.

The sit-in demonstration, which will begin at 11 p.m., is not being organized by any student government body. "There is a problem with having student government organize all of the protests, because they run into trouble with the administration," explained Wolfe, one of the organizers of the sit-in.

The cancellation of the candlelight vigil was cited as an example of the problems that face student government. "It seems that the administration considered the vigil a fire hazard," said Hall Presidents' Council Chairman Chris Tayback.

Keenan President Kevin Howard added, "Brice Callaghan has told me that a permit is required for any protest, and that the University would not let student government have a permit for the Friday afternoon rally unless the Friday night vigil was cancelled."

Open at last

A balcony overlooks the lobby of the Diecio Faculty Hall, which was finally opened this Monday, although some finishing touches have yet to be completed. Faculty from the College of Arts and Letters began moving into their new offices this week.

Large-scale earthquake jolts parts of California; no injuries reported

Sit-in demonstration at LaFortune organized to protest alcohol policy

By KEITH HARRISON, JR.
Senior Staff Reporter

A handout explaining the sit-in states, "We must emphasize our displeasure with the paternalistic policy-making of the administration."

One of the goals of the demonstration, according to the handout, is to "relinquish the protest away from alcohol specifically and toward the problems of life on campus."

"Forms of responsible protest must be continued before we go back to the normal channels of communication that student government must take," said Wolfe, who spoke at the HPC meeting. "We've used those channels (student government) before, and the administration has not been responsive," he added.

Several hall presidents expressed support for the sit-in protest. "I think that it's a kind of eloquent way of stating our basic protest," said Howard. "They say we don't use LaFortune, and we will be saying that the only thing LaFortune is good for is this demonstration."

Wolfe, however, stressed the importance of student body participation. "This is a good alternative to the candlelight vigil, which won't happen," he said. "But student support is essential. If we don't get the numbers, we won't accomplish anything."
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"Forms of responsible protest must be continued before we go back to the normal channels of communication that student government must take," said Wolfe, who spoke at the HPC meeting. "We've used those channels (student government) before, and the administration has not been responsive," he added.

Several hall presidents expressed support for the sit-in protest. "I think that it's a kind of eloquent way of stating our basic protest," said Howard. "They say we don't use LaFortune, and we will be saying that the only thing LaFortune is good for is this demonstration."
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**In Brief**

The Distinguished Paper Award of the Midwest Business Administration Association has been awarded to two Notre Dame professors of business administration. Dr. William J. Gagen and Dr. Robert J. Hunter, associate professor of management, received the award at the annual meeting, attended in Chicago this year by 1,000 academicians from 35 states and several foreign countries. Their paper is on business law, "Tender Offers, the Williams Act, Shareholders' Rights and Officers' Responsibilities," was judged best in the competition sponsored by Richard D. Irwin, Inc. and Business Publications. — The Observer

**Of Interest**

The Naval, Army, and Air Force ROTC units will conduct their annual Tri-Military Review today at 11 a.m. in the south parking lot of the ACC. This year’s reviewing officer is University President Father Theodore Hesburgh. Also on the reviewing stand will be Capt. John D. Rhodeborough, Lieutenant Colonel Robert Skinner, and Colonel John Miles, commanding officers of the Naval, Army and Air Force ROTC units respectively. Six scenes from the three units will be presented with awards. — The Observer

**Shakespeare Reading Marathon**

At the Flicker, 1901 Flicker, this week will include the following speakers: South Bend Mayor Roger Parent at 12 p.m., Gerry Earst at 12:15, Rich Hunter at 1, Father John Van Wulver at 1:15, Business Dean Dean Schmitz at 2, Provost Timothy O'Meara at 2, Engineering Dean Roger Schmitter at 2:15, Emil Holm and Dolores Treske at 3, The Esquioxide Conductors at 3, The Student Senate at 3, and the Class of 1986 officers at 3. Anyone interested in reading is invited to stop at the stage and read on a walk-on basis. — The Observer

**Special Assistant to President Reagan**

For public liaison Robert R. Reily will discuss "Why Sandinistas Are Persecuting Christians in Nicaragua" at 12:30 p.m. today in the LeMan lobby. — The Observer

**Journalism and presidential politics**

will be the topic of a lecture by Murray Kempton today at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the Center for Continuing Education. Kempton is a contributing editor for the Long Island newspaper, Newsday, as well as the author of three books, one of which won a National Book Award in 1977. His most recent book is a biography about Kempton’s friend and editor, "The Best Kept Secret in American Journalism is Murray Kempton." He is currently working on a book about the 1976s and contributes to the New York Review of Books. A talk on the first Red State lectures, which are sponsored by the Department of American studies and Coca-Cola, to honor the late Red Smith, a sportswriter who graduated from Notre Dame in 1927. — The Observer

**Weather**

Sunny and warmer today, with the high in the upper 70s. Increasing clouds could bring a few showers with a low in the low 80s. Variable cloudiness, windy and warmer weather, will continue with a good chance of showers and thunderstorms, today to the mid upper 70s. — The Observer

**An Tostaí**

**Today’s Events**

Decathlon - 1PM, Fr. Sorin Statue
Slam Dunk Contest - 2PM, Bookstore
Air Band Competition - 3PM, Fr. Sorin Statue

**Other Info**

- For ND Students, THURSDAY PICNIC COEX tickets available TODAY at OBUD from 4pm - 6pm.
- For SMC Students, SATURDAY PICNIC COEX tickets available TODAY in LeMan lobby from 4pm - 6pm.

(Limited tickets available. Max 4 tickets per person. All 41D’s must be shown)

**LOOKING FOR BIG BROTHER:**

**Clue No. 1**

When the midnight hour is here, From Big Brother there is nothing to fear For his curfew has fallen for today, He is therefore inside he must stay.

**Clue No. 2**

While looking for Big Brother today Remember that Little Sister needs a place to stay A home in the North would she choose, Even though on Friday, there is no boose.
Disarmament campaign

Supporters of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament arrive outside the United States Air Force base at Lakenheath, England. The CND supporters had marched from the ESAP base at Mildenhall ten miles away and held a prayer meeting outside the Lakenheath base. Police estimated up to two thousand people took part.
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Snack bar gains profits with new pizza service

By P.A. Cimino
Staff Reportor

The newest competitor for the pizza crown at Saint Mary's is called the Wild Pizza, served by the snack bar and now available for free delivery anywhere on campus.

The delivery service, instituted just two weeks ago, has been a big hit on campus and is growing, said Jane Ellickson, snack bar manager.

"Why the name 'Wild Pizza'?" It's a very catchy name and also a SAGA trademark," said Ellickson. SAGA is a nationwide food service that runs both the snack bar and the Saint Mary's dining hall. Saint Mary's is one of approximately 400 colleges across the United States served by SAGA.

The Wild Pizza has been adding to the snack bar's profits since it was introduced at the beginning of last semester. "Sales have increased considerably this semester over last semester," Ellickson said.

The Wild Pizza has a tough battle ahead, however, as it is vying for the affection of a student body that has been a steady and welcome customer of such pizza giants as Domino's and Good Time Pizza. Ellickson's representatives, Ted Earley, said they have not noticed any change in the number of orders from the Saint Mary's campus. "The number of orders has not diminished," Earley said. "We will deliver an average of 150 pizzas to Saint Mary's daily." Meanwhile, the snack bar delivers an average of 50 pizzas a day, said Ellickson. She was quick to point out that this number varies drastically from day to day.

In the midst of all these pies, Ellickson said Saint Mary's students are very happy with the Wild Pizza. "I have gotten a good amount of positive feedback from the students," she said. Ellickson also said she wished students would give the Wild Pizza a try and that if they did, they would not be disappointed.

For those interested in trying the Wild Pizza it is delivered free of charge Sunday through Thursday from 7 p.m. to midnight. Prices range from $2.90 to $8.60 and the number to call is 284-2011.

Schlafly continued from page 1

Organization for Women, the League of Women Voters and the American Civil Liberties Union testified against it before legislative committees.

Schlafly also criticized the national schools for dwelling on social issues like sex education and nuclear war at the expense of basic reading, writing and mathematical skills.

In an interview after her talk, a schlaflly said she "completely" supported an Indianapolis ordinance, passed Monday night, that defines violent pornography as sexual discrimination and makes its distributors subject to civil lawsuits.

"This new idea is to deal with the issue (of pornography) as a type of civil rights limitation. It adapts civil rights legal jargon to the pornography issue." Schlafly dismissed the constitutional ramifications of the new law. "Pornography is the degradation and exploitation of women," she said. "It isn't women lying up and abusing men. It is men lying up and abusing women. There are clear sex differences."

Joan Bradley serves Terri Burke at the Saint Mary's snack bar, which began serving the Wild Pizza recently and so far has done good business with its new product. The snack bar delivers the pizza free of charge Sunday through Tuesday, and prices range from $2.90 to $8.60.

Don't Miss
The ND Student Players'

amelot

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
THIS WEEKEND - April 26, 27 and 28
In The Bendix Theater, Century Center
8PM

Tickets are still on sale at the Record Store, Century Center, and the O'Laughlin Box Office.

Buses will be provided to the Century Center for Friday's performance!! Sign up at the S.U. Record Store. Tickets are going fast - Get 'em now!!
The Observer
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Soviets employ bombs against Afghan rebels

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Reagan administra­tion announced yesterday that Soviet forces have opened a major offensive against rebels in Afghanistan and a Pentagon spokesman said "it appears their force levels of per­sonnel, aircraft and armor may be higher than ever before." Defense Department spokesman Michael Burch also said the Soviets "probably have begun to employ high-altitude bombing" for the first time in their four-year effort to suppress Afghan resistance which began with a Soviet invasion in late 1979.

"It appears that some sort of spring offensive has begun," Burch said in response to questions.

At the State Department spokes­man Alan Romberg said the United States has confirmed from several sources that the new Soviet military offensive includes "high-altitude saturation bombing" up and down the 900-mile Panjshir Valley north of Kabul, the Afghan capital.

The rebels have a stronghold in the valley.

Romberg said the bombing began on Friday and continued Saturday.

"There is also a large convoy of several hundred Soviet vehicles which has started to move north from the mouth of the valley," Rom­berg said.

In addition, he said other Soviet "swep operations" are taking place in western Afghanistan near Herat and near Jalalabad, the country's second and third largest cities after Kabul.

Other such operations are taking place in northern Afghanistan, close to the Soviet border. Romberg said he reported increased resistance activity near Kabul, saying Mujahaddin resistance fighters have carried out numerous raids and at­tacks on the main road from the Soviet Union to Kabul.

The State Department spokesman noted that the Soviets previously have carried out six unsuccessful campaigns in the Panjshir Valley.

He said the most recent of them was in the summer of 1982 before a truce was worked out between the Soviets and the Afghan resistance commander in the Panjshir, Ahmad Shah Masood.

Other sources said up to 20,000 Soviet troops may be involved in the new offensive, along with more than 500 tanks and armored troop carri­ers, plus 60 to 80 heavily armed helicopter gunships.

Burch did not specifically identify the types of bombers being used by the Soviets against targets in the val­ley, but he told reporters that "I wouldn't quarter" with reports that the Soviets have sent Tu-16 Badger bombers against the Afghans from bases in the southern part of the Soviet Union.

Close kindred

Verene and Ruth Cady, Siamese twins joined from the chest to the abdomen, will not be separated surgically, physicians at Denver University Hospital reported Monday.

Clubs and Organizations

April is the time to re-register for the 84-85 school year. Re-registration is mandatory for all groups. Forms are also available for applying for Activity Fee Funding for next year, and also for Football Concession Stands for the Fall. Deadline for applying is April 30. Forms are available in the Student Activities Office, LaFortune.

U-HAUL MOVING & STORAGE

Everything for moving & towing

OPEN & MAN TRUCKERS - ALL SUITS

-riculum - 7-21-74

DEALERS - TANKERS - CAR TRANSPORTS - LEASED CATERPILLAR & DEERE - 2247 RIVER SERVICE

-URS - HAND TRUCKS - FURNITURE PADS

LOW RATES - ONE-WAY & LOCAL RENTALS

U.S., CANADA & ALASKA

SOUTH BEND

1120 S. Michigan

287-6533

3410 Western Ave

282-2801

NEED HELP WITH YOUR STUDENT LOAN?

If you've attended college on a Guaranteed Student Loan or a National Direct Student Loan made after October 1, 1975, consider spending a couple of years in the Army.

If you train for certain specialties, the government will release you from ½ of your indebted­ness (or $1,500, whichever is greater) for each year of active duty.

Obviously, a three year enlistment cancels 100 percent of your debt. But if you sign up for the Army's exclusive two-year enlistment option, we'll still cancel 2/5 of your debt.

Plus, you may be eligible for generous educa­tional incentives.

To find out how to serve your country and get out of debt, call the number below.

SGT Jones 234-4187

Call Collect

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Food costs, inflation falling, report claims

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Food costs tumbled for the first time since July to hold the increase in consumer prices to a mere 0.2 percent last month, leaving inflation for the year running at a moderate 5.5 percent annualized, the government reported Tuesday.

The White House cheered the news as "very reassuring" and private analysts said no signs inflation was moving back into the fast lane.

In its new report, the Labor Department said food prices, paced by cheaper meat, poultry, fish, eggs and fruit, were off 0.1 percent in March after surging 1.6 percent in January and 0.6 percent in February. Gasoline prices reversed a five-month slide to climb 1 percent in March, their biggest gain since last spring. Even so, they were still 1.2 percent below their peak of three years ago.

Fuel oil prices declined 5 percent after shooting up nearly 10 percent over the previous two months, the department said.

The overall increase in the Consumer Price Index was well under the seasonally adjusted gain of 0.6 percent in January and 0.1 percent in February. It was 0.2 percent in December, capping a 1985 advance of 4.6 percent. The core index excludes the price-controlled years of 1971-72.

At the White House, spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said: "This is very encouraging in view of the extraordinary growth of the economy in the first quarter."

He added: "It provides further evidence the economy is not overheating. This is very promising for a downward trend in interest rates."

Some economists have expressed concern that the economy's strong expansion-driven at an 8.5 percent annual rate in the first quarter-could put pressure on wages and prices, igniting the inflation fears of past years.

But analysts could find little evidence of that on Tuesday.

"There are no signs here of overheating," said Donald Ratzeck, forecaster at Georgia State University.

Allen Sinai, chief economist at the New York investment banking firm of Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb Inc., said the March increase "underscores the fact there is no major re-acceleration of inflation in prospect now or in the next few months."

Ratzeck said there was nothing in the report to alter his projection of about 5 percent inflation for the year, a forecast shared by many private economists.

Illustrating the analysis' predictions the economy was not growing too energetically, the Commerce Department said factory orders for "big ticket" durable goods climbed 0.8 percent in March, the smallest gain in three months and mostly due to a surge in orders for defense capital goods.

The six major automakers sold cars at an annual rate of 17.2 million in mid-April. The carmakers have been at or above that rate for most of this year, continuing the brisk sales recovery that took hold late last year.

The automakers said they delivered 232,156 cars in the April 10-April 20 industry selling period, 22.6 percent better than last year's 189,565.

There were nine selling days in the period, so that works out to a rate of 25,795 cars a day, the best since Dec. 24, a day when 25,800 were sold in mid-April 1979.

For the year, U.S. automakers have delivered 2,437,160 cars to dealers, 34 percent ahead of 1,799,062 at the same point in 1983.

In other economic developments Tuesday:

— The government's outturn for May increased by $28.6 billion last month, but red ink for the year is still running; nine percent below last year's record, the Treasury Department said in its monthly statement. The March figures raised the deficit to $117.8 billion for the fiscal year which began in October, compared to $129.2 billion during the period last year.

— Retail sales to 2.127 million in the week ended April 21, an increase of 1.7 percent from the previous week's 2.092 million tons, the American Iron and Steel Institute reported. The industry's production amounted to 81.9 percent of capacity during the week, compared with 80.6 percent in the previous week.

Fair gators

Trucks carried an artistic team's version of giant alligator heads along a New Orleans street Monday en route to the World's Fair where they will become part of the fair's gate. The fair opens May 12.
Restoring prestige to the Senior Fellow Award

One of the first things people find when they study the third world is that there is a characteristic trait of most of these countries is the existence of guerrilla movements. Yet outside the third world little is known about the questions I posed as the existence of guerrilla movements. Yet ground includes a master in philosophy which made it difficult to study. The only way to study the third world is that a crucial part of the curriculum, some reforms in the admissions policy, which were not in the communist party. Not in the literature that circulated at the time.

Santiago O'Donnell

Free-lance

Guerillas ideology and methods. Martin's back consists of a master's in philosophy from the Pontifical Catholic University in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, three years as a math student, a philosophy student and a class delegate at the University of Brown in New York, and more recently, four years of direct involvement with the Peronist party, the major urban guerrilla movements in Latin America.

Why did you become a "guerrillero"? What does it mean to be one? Why did you leave the guerrilla? What do you see as the future of revolutions in Latin America? These were the questions I posed as I turned the tape recorder on.

"When I entered the University of Buenos Aires in 1963 I had to work to make a living, which made it difficult to study. The only people I found receptive to this problem and to the problem of the university's strict admissions policy were students with leftist ideas."

"I came to a realization that I needed some reforms in the admissions policy, which led to an offer to join Communist Youth. I accepted their invitation, seduced by the Marxist interpretation of history and influenced by the literature that circulated at the time."

"A year later I became a member of the (communist) party and was assigned to a group working in the barrio with the poor. I realized that the potential for revolution was not in an elite organization but in the barrios."

"The barrios were Peronist and they would not accept communist material even if it was free. But the communist party was not the only Marxist group in Argentina, and I began to contact sectors in the Peronist youth, eventually I became a member of Cook's group."

"In a recent trip to Mexico, I interviewed Maria Gonzalez, a guerrilla in the major urban guerrilla movements in Latin America."

"I always avoided. I was able to avoid in concert with the (military) dictatorship and many other things, tank with, not a grenade or a fancy machine gun."

"The example of the Tupamaros (in Uruguay) led me to believe in the revolution as the solution to our problems."

"I was never a guerrilla. I was a student who was interested in politics."

"Eventually you got arrested, didn't you?"

"Well, in one of these episodes two members of our group were arrested. They did not confess because they managed to yell at a policeman that was passing by. Another mistake made was to wait for the elevator instead of running down the stairs when I arrived at home, the police were waiting for me. I was given three years, but after a year and a half I was freed on probation."

"Restoring prestige to the Senior Fellow Award

Restoring prestige to the Senior Fellow Award

I think it goes without saying that the Senior Fellow Award is in trouble, this year's fiscal year has made it clear that I should like to make a modest proposal concerning this award, one that would restore its original intent.

Richard Conklin

Guest column

The Observer
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Restoring prestige to the Senior Fellow Award

Third, have a bias toward people with a Notre Dame connection, but do not make a previous association with the University a prerequisite. In other words, first think of people such as John Noonan, Michael Novak, Father Bernhard Weis, Jerry Mazzoli, and Governor Bruce Babbit, all of whom know the University and its culture.

Fourth, make sure that the invitation goes out the summer before the senior year begins, with the candidate allowed to choose a committee of four other seniors to spend the academic year with. This program is commonly used because he or she is a stranger to campus.

Fifth, insist on more than a perfunctory campus appearance and provide an opportunity for the student to get to know the faculty and the students who have no trouble filling their calendars.

If we adopt these measures, I believe we can reverse the present downward spiral and restore the prestige of the Senior Fellow award.

Richard Conklin is the director of Information Services at Notre Dame.
Don't take music away

Dear Editor:

I am writing in regards to a recent memorandum sent to all dorms by Dean of Students James A. Roemer. The memorandum stated that a number of complaints had been received expressing concern that faculty, about the practice of students playing their stereo with the speakers in the window. When this practice was brought to the attention of Prof. Roemer, he asked that this practice be discouraged and that if students were interested in playing their stereo, they could go to the Student Union sponsored party on campus.

I wonder who has been complaining so Dean Roemer. Obviously some persons with about the practice of playing stereo. Given that there are ruffling some of the administrati- tions, is it that these persons are not music? I wonder if this is that these people are just that these people are not musical stim ulus, or is it just that these people are not musical stim ulus, or is it just that these people are displaying why such a policy was formulated. I am surprised at the sight of snow falling. It happens you can bet alumni will get involved. Nevertheless, I feel that this policy is ex-

Siverse and阮se a ny serious personal or property harm at cases or overzealous student suffers the conse- quences. I feel so sorry for those young adults that have heard from many sources that I would like to commend our administra-

Viewpoint

Move off campus

This afternoon I had the opportunity to watch the student demonstration in front of the Administration Building. While admiring the unified student reaction to the new alcohol policy, I thought that it was quite possible that we had just witnessed a demonstration that a policy was formulated. Shouting "let's get drunk" demonstrates the lack of student attitude towards the new alcohol policy.

Furthermore, while I am not an administrato- ther, I believe that the new alcohol policy is a most certainly bound to fail. The administration may listen to student opinion, but they certainly have no obligation to make concessions to the students.

In order to exercise greater control over their lives, there is one very clear answer. The population of South Bend has declined approximately 20,000 in the past 20 years, leaving thousands of cheap, unused housing units. Moving off campus would not only allow students to do so they can reduce the already overcrowded student body, but it will allow more from who would be able to live on campus.

Within a few hours of her appointment, the in- tegrity of the Peace Corps was jeopardized and the Peace Corps, who are supposed to be the. The Peace Corps is one of the most respected human service organizations in the world. In an important way, she helped to regain much of the credibility that the Peace Corps had lost because of previous dealings with Central Intelligence. The deputy whose conversations were recorded had allegedly also been the Peace Corps director of another Peace Corps.

Therefore, I believe that if the administration and student government could work together, a viable solution can be found. If the administra- tion takes the time to ignore the problem, it will reap catastrophic consequences for the future of Notre Dame.

Traffic deaths

Dear Editor:

Hey Father Beauchamp and Father Hesburgh get a clue! One of the students on campus who does not drink, I cannot appreciate your concern and feeling of need to take action on this matter, but let's do it in a responsible and realistic manner.

Obviously, you feel that a Notre Dame de- mand the most important thing to anyone attending school here and that because of this the administration can do nothing about it. The Peace Corps is an organization that focuses its attention on personal and property safety at the university. Unfortunately, a realistic policy was not adopted. I am not opposed to this arrangement. Thus, in an important way, she helped to regain much of the credibility that the Peace Corps had lost because of previous dealings with Central Intelligence. The deputy whose conversations were recorded had allegedly also been the Peace Corps director of another Peace Corps.

Therefore, I believe that if the administration and student government could work together, a viable solution can be found. If the administra- tion takes the time to ignore the problem, it will reap catastrophic consequences for the future of Notre Dame.

Matt Corrigan

Fresgmn

The traffic death on campus is a direct result of the difficult situation that we find ourselves in. I appreciate your concern for the health and safety of the young adults on campus, but I ardently disagree with this decision and hope it will be reconsidered.

Jeffrey Alan Thomas
Notre Dame Class of '79

Another dump day

Dear Editor:

Tuesday morning I woke up, but I did not look out my window. Upon leaving the dorm, I was the most hostile or apathetic student I had ever seen. I rolled out of bed, brushed my teeth, and went to school. Sooner or later, a new alcohol policy. I wondered on this, dumpy day for Durners. "It's a wet campus really."... view...Kcchlin Cullen

Freshman

Editor's Note: Viewpoint has received many letters on this subject. In the weeks to come, we will attempt to represent as many opinions as possible by selective publication.

Realistic concern

Dear Editor:

Having just learned of the University's new policy regarding to student socializing on campus, I am somewhat disturbed. First, I would like to acknowledge your ap-
Make a good buy before you say goodbye.

Buying your leased phone now saves you time and money next term.

This year, don't leave for home without your phone. Buy it before summer and save yourself some time and money. Buying your AT&T leased phone now means you'll have your phone with you the very first day back to class.

To buy the phone you're leasing, just call AT&T Consumer Sales & Service's toll-free number. Or visit any of our AT&T owned and operated Phone Centers. It's that easy. So call us before you say goodbye. Then unplug your phone and take it with you. And have a nice summer.

1-800-555-8111
Call this toll-free number 24 hours a day.

Mishawaka
6502 North Grape
**Showcase**

**Movies**

**New Tarzan not an adventure film**

by Cat Francis

**features copy editor**

_T here was, sitting in the theatre, eating my popcorn and waiting for Warner Brothers' new film, "Greystoke: The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes." This is going to be Tarzan swinging on vines, lightening elephants, beating his chest and all sorts of good stuff!"

It wasn't. "Greystoke" is more than anything else, a psychological movie. It shows the mental struggles of a human caught between the demands of the society in which he was raised and the society in which he is pulled. Christopher Lambert, playing Lord Clayton (Tarzan), shows the inner battle of a human caught between the jungles of Africa and moves into a more perilous and complex jungle, human society.

The movie is filmed beautifully. The viewer is treated to shots of waterfalls, towering trees, a multitude of wild animals and later, to the beauties of the English countryside. However, I have some bones to pick with "Greystoke." It has been advertised as being absolutely true to the book by Edgar Rice Burroughs and the adventures have been a little snug about this. But there were enough discrepancies to bother anyone who has read the book.

The major irritant lies in the fact that although the movie is subtitled "The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes," the name Tarzan is never mentioned in the movie. Lambert is referred to throughout the film as Lord Clayton. I have nothing against this except for the fact that if something is mentioned in the title, it should be included in the movie.

"Greystoke" is long - two and a half hours. The beginning uses up excessive time among the apes, proceeding at a plodding pace which continues until Clayton arrives in England.

The apes are wonderful. The makeup is painstaking and flawless. The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes, the name Tarzan is never mentioned in the movie. Lambert is referred to throughout the film as Lord Clayton. I have nothing against this except for the fact that if something is mentioned in the title, it should be included in the movie.

The movie is filled with emotion, passion, and the instincts of people who die in Clayton's arms. This is a terrible movie, but I couldn't help reflecting that under the same circumstances, like Clayton might have, if you'll excuse the expression... gone ape.

**Records**

**99 Luftballoons a one-song album**

by Cat Francis

**features copy editor**

_It wasn't. "Greystoke" is more than anything else, a psychological movie. It shows the mental struggles of a human caught between the demands of the society in which he was raised and the society in which he is pulled. Christopher Lambert, playing Lord Clayton (Tarzan), shows the inner battle of a human caught between the jungles of Africa and moves into a more perilous and complex jungle, human society._

The movie is filmed beautifully. The viewer is treated to shots of waterfalls, towering trees, a multitude of wild animals and later, to the beauties of the English countryside.

_However, I have some bones to pick with "Greystoke." It has been advertised as being absolutely true to the book by Edgar Rice Burroughs and the adventures have been a little snug about this. But there were enough discrepancies to bother anyone who has read the book._

The major irritant lies in the fact that although the movie is subtitled "The Legend of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes," the name Tarzan is never mentioned in the movie. Lambert is referred to throughout the film as Lord Clayton. I have nothing against this except for the fact that if something is mentioned in the title, it should be included in the movie.

"Greystoke" is long - two and a half hours. The beginning uses up excessive time among the apes, proceeding at a plodding pace which continues until Clayton arrives in England.

The apes are wonderful. The makeup is painstaking and flawless. Given a decent production, 99 Luftballoons would not be a bad album - maybe not awe inspiring, but once you get around the bass drum, definitely listenable. The album's format - one side of English songs and a second side of German songs - seems natural for a German band trying to make it here. The English side of the album shows off the band more than the German side. There are some interesting saxophone lines in the songs "99" and "Let Me Be Your Pirate," which also happens to contain some minor guitar brilliance.

"Let Me Be Your Pirate" is one of the best songs on the album. It is a slow-paced song, reminiscent of some older Lou Reed tunes. The structures are generally concealed by a pounding, driving beat.

John Huston, the movie's director, hired Roger Fouts, an expert on primates, as a consultant for the film and Fouts' efforts add greatly to the realistic appearances. "Greystoke" contains the last screen appearance of Ralph Richardson, who died last year. Richard Briers plays the late Earl of Greystoke. Clayton's grandfather. His performance is nicely complemented by the acting of Annie MacDowell, who plays Jane Porter, the Earl's American ward.

Huston is best known for his work, "Charlton of Fire" and "Greystoke" contains several of the actors from that movie. Among these are Cheryl Campbell, who plays Clayton's mother, and Ian Holm, who plays Philipps of Arnot, the Belgian explorer who is saved by Clayton and later takes him back to England.

The movie is filled with emotion, passion, and the instincts of people who die in Clayton's arms. This is a terrible movie, but I couldn't help reflecting that under the same circumstances, like Clayton might have, if you'll excuse the expression... gone ape.

**99 Luftballoons a one-song album**

Kevin Williams

**features staff writer**

_If ever an album had a single song as its shining point, Nena's 99 Luftballoons is that album. The title cut has been at the top of the charts in Europe and America for months. But as for the rest of the album — not very impressive._

99 Luftballoons suffers from one very serious deficiency — engineering. The few good qualities that the album might possess are hidden by the generally poor quality of the recording itself.

Because of the extremely low recording level on both the LP and cassette versions of the album, the volume on a stereo must be turned up so high that noises like turntable rumble and tape hiss become annoy-

ing. Better stereo systems will eliminate some of this noise, but even the most expensive stereo can't compensate for a poor mixing job.

Ordinarily, well engineered albums combine the separate tracks - individual instruments, voices, etc. — into a finished product that highlights the good qualities of the individual elements. 99 Luftballoons fails to do this.

It is dominated by a bass drum that obscures almost all of the instrumentation and most of the vocals. 99 Luftballoons has some very good saxophone and keyboard sections, but these are generally concealed by a pounding, driving beat.

The album ends with the title cut, "99 Luftballoons." The lead singer, presumably Nena, has a very good voice, and is heard the rest of well. Again, engineering problems give some the impression that she is singing out of a closet, but at least it sounds like the door is open.

"99 Luftballoons" is not a debut album on a par with that of a group like Asia, but there is probably a good reason to suspect that Nena did not have a contract with a major studio prior to recording their album, and hence had to pay for their own studio time. As wonderful as it is, it is not particularly well produced, especially in Germany, to find an inexpensive recording studio and have a small band could cut an album.

99 Luftballoons is not a great album, but Nena has potential.

Record provided by Musicland at University Park Mall.

I'm the April 16 edition of "The Observer," Paul Cimino presented this album with an article entitled "On the Superiority of Dogs." In answer to the multitude of outraged readers who, I am convinced, are crying out in the wilderness of indignation, I am presenting the other side of the story.

Why, Cimino asks, are Garfield and Heathcliff so popular? The answer should be apparent. Cats, because of their intelligence and independence, simply are more capable of humor than dogs. Dogs are too busy fawning over people to have time out for a good joke. At this point, someone may bring up the subject of Snoopy. Snoopy is an exception in the annals of dogdom, exhibiting none of the characteristic servility and docility enthusiasm so common to canines. This leads me to believe Snoopy is a force perpetuated by two particularly active cats in a beige costume.

Before anyone accuses me of being a dog-hater, I will observe that I own a dog. Her name is Suzie. She is a dalmatian. She sleeps on the foot of my bed. She does not sleep there out of any sense of loyalty, but because she likes my electric blanket.

Suzie has been thoroughly demonetized to me the true extent of canine intelligence. How smart can an animal be who, after the 50th time she has heard the word "walk" mentioned in conversation, still runs frantically for her leash? How smart is a creature who, at least once per day, claws under the sofa and gets trapped? How intelligent is a beast who thinks Frisbees are edible?

Suzie is the original Destruccromatic Dog. She has chewed countless shoes, not to mention baskets, purses, rolls of paper towels, books and a wastebasket, into ribbons. The defecations from this activity is piled by the dog under the dining room table, where she, under the illusion that she is a giant hausen, appears to be building a nest. Cats, aside from the occasional claw mark, leave no permanent damage.

The legend of man's best friend is a myth. Any dog who runs into a burning house is not thinking about saving hiz or her master but rather considering the possibility of food dishes. The same applies to burglars. A dog who barks at intruders is not trying to save the household possessions, but protecting the stash generated under an armchair. A cat doesn't even bother pretending loyalty. They let you know exactly where you stand early in the game.

Dogs are motivated by food, and they will go to any length to preserve their pipeline to it. If this means jumping all over a person when he comes home, or fetching slippers, or sitting up and doing ridiculous but cute tricks, they'll do it. I've never seen a cat rolling over and playing dead for a bowlful of Kibbles 'n Bits.
The College of Science team's 7K run will be held this Saturday, April 29 at 8:30 a.m. on the east part of campus. Registration fees, accepted classification, will be $5.00, which will follow a course around the lakes, will be in Newcomb lawn 229 until Friday. The $5.00 registration fee includes a T-shirt — The Observers.

The SMC softball team swept a doubleheader against Taylor University yesterday, 16-0, 6-1. Annie Day and Julie Kieghen were the winning pitchers. Barb Theis hit 2-for-2 and had three RBIs in the second game. Registration for the SMC softball team is now under way, which will follow a course around the lakes, will be in Newcomb lawn 229 until Friday. The $5.00 registration fee includes a T-shirt — The Observers.

The ND-SMC Sailing Club will hold an important meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in room 204 O'Shua. All members should attend — The Observers.

The An Tostal 5K charity Run will be held this Saturday, April 29 at 9:00 a.m. at the Student Center. A $2 fee for charity is requested. For information, call Chris at 8796 — The Observers.

The Weightlifting Club will sponsor a bench press and squatting meet Saturday, May 5, at 1:00 p.m. There will be men's and women's weight classes and medals will be awarded to first through third places in each class. The meet is open to everyone, including varsity athletes. Sign up at Rockne weight room or call 8762 or Mark (515). Fee is $2 — The Observers.

The Dancin' Irish will hold an organizational meeting today, April 25, at 4:00 p.m. in the Lafayette Little Theatre. For all interested in being on the 1984-1985 squad. Information will be provided on the upcoming tryouts. Those who cannot attend should call Brian Whiteside (8073) or Jan Albrecht (749) — The Observer.

The An Tostal Golf Tournament will be held today, April 25, at 1:00 p.m. on the Burke Memorial Golf Course. Participation may be entered before 1:00 p.m. today. Awards will be given to first three finishers — The Observer.

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Hayes-Healy room 20. All are welcome to attend — The Observers.

See BRIEFS, page 14
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Baseball team takes doubleheader

The Notre Dame baseball team improved its record to 16-17-1 with a sweep of a doubleheader against Valparaiso yesterday. In the first contest, the Irish won 5-5, in 10 innings, on a Paul Vulono grand slam in the bottom of the 10th inning, the last extra inning, to give Notre Dame the victory.

Tom Conlin went the distance for the Irish and improved his record to 2-4. Notre Dame took the second game by a score of 8-7, also in eight innings. The Irish used more than 18 hits in the game-winning run in the bottom of the inning.

Mark Cleitzmiller got the win in relief, improving his record to 2-4. The Irish take on Bowling Green today on Jake Kline at 1 p.m.
Chicago — An attorney for Baltimore seeks stay in a federal court case that the city plans to use to try to block the sale of the Colts franchise to Indianapolis.

"We filed the paper this morning," said attorney Edwin Thomas.

The motion for the emergency stay was taken under advisement by the appellate court. Thomas said another motion was filed to allow Baltimore to continue to use its condemnation suit, a legal strategy which would allow the city to try to overthrow the ownership of the team from Robert Kraft.

No date for a ruling on either motion was immediately announced.

The motion from Baltimore to Indianapolis on March 28.

Associated Press
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Northwestern spoils day

Tennis team loses last home match

By ED KONRAD
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men’s tennis team experienced both the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat over this Easter weekend.

A loss to Purdue on Wednesday, a third place finish in the Midwestern City Conference Championships, a blowout of DePaul Monday, and a tough loss to Northwestern yesterday kept the Irish busy.

The Wildcats spoiled the last home stand of the year for Notre Dame, 6-3. In the singles matches, Pat Shields and Tim Noonan were victorious for the Irish.

Shields defeated John Cho in his flight in the MCC Championship, extended his winning streak with a victory over Dan Christian, 6-3, 6-4.

Noonan, who was playing his last match at Notre Dame, pulled out a 6-7, 6-0, 6-4 victory over Marco West. All three members of the top singles flight were victorious.

In the doubles, the third place finish in the flight in the MCC Championship, extended his winning streak with a victory over Dan Christian, 6-3, 6-4. In the semifinals, Noonan and Tim Green were victorious.

The loss put Notre Dame’s record at 0-5 against Big Ten teams. However, the Irish will have a chance to try to turn the tide against the Michigan State Spartans, their next foe, this Saturday.

“I was pleased with our play, despite the loss,” said Head Coach Tom Fallon. “I thought we played very well. A couple of points would have turned it around.”

Monday, the Irish traveled to Chicago to play a tight match. The Irish defeated the Blue Devils. Notre Dame swept the competition, 9-0, at the Midtown Tennis Club.

Pat Shields made his first appearance at first singles and Doug Pratt played sixth singles as Paul Najarian missed the match due to a sore back. This was Shields’ first appearance at first since his back injury at the beginning of the spring season.

The bright spot of the weekend was the strong performance of the Irish in the MCC Championships. Notre Dame was expected to finish third behind Oral Roberts and Oklahoma City College, but the race was much closer than expected.

“We played well,” said Fallon. “We got close in the last few games, unfortunately only one was able to win. Nelligan lost in three matches, but Shields played well.”

“We’re playing very well now, and hopefully we can keep it up,” said Najarian. “The only Irish player to win his flight was Paul Najarian at fifth singles.”

It was a very close match, but we were able to win in the end,” Najarian said. “I didn’t suffer the letdown he was expecting.”

With the strenuous schedule the Irish have been facing, it was a mistake that keyed Najarian’s victory.

“I think I played so well because I was more prepared the day before,” said Najarian, “and I got an extra day of rest which I needed, and I came back well rested.”

Wednesday, the Irish defeated Chicago in an 8-1 decision to Purdue, extending the Big Ten jinx. The only point was provided by Paul Gishodtti in doubles matches with a 6-3, 6-0, 6-2 victory over Bill Shelley.

At Indianapolis

Track team takes second place

By CHUCK EBHRAN
Sports Writer

It was an all-day downpour that members of the Notre Dame track team endured to accept their bids in their first scoring meet of the season against Indiana, intercollegiate meet in Indianapolis last weekend.

Senior Joe Plane of the weather: “It was horrible. It caused a lot of problems.”

Still, the Irish won.

The Irish track team nearly knocked off some of the top places. The 1984 Big Ten indoor champions of Indiana with a strong second place finish.

Lax

continued from page 16

The Observer needs you to work on next year’s staff.

Darkroom experience is a must. The job requires working one afternoon/night per week, and it is a paid position.

For more information, call Pete Laches at The Observer, 339-5383, or inquire at the office, 3rd Floor, LaFortune Student Center.

The SMC track team

continued from page 12

The SMC track team consisted in the NAIA District 21 Championships last weekend. Mary Lawrence took fourth place in the 1500 meters in 5:08 and second place in the 800 meters in 2:36.4. Irish McPartlin placed fourth in the high jump with a leap of 4-10. — The Observer

The Notre Dame golf team’s blue squad placed second last weekend at the Beloit Invitational. John Anthony took fourth place at the tournament with a 73. Tom Ryan shot his second weekend at the Bethel Invitational. Steve Fennemore registered a 76. Tim Hanlon had a 77, and Jack Ebersohn finished at 80. — The Observer

A put-pull golf tournament is being held this Sunday by NVA. You and a partner can sign up by calling NVA at 259-6100. Transportation and to and from the course will be provided free, leaving the library circle at 4 p.m. The golf will be offered at discount rates. — The Observer

The golf refresher class scheduled for last week has been rescheduled for tomorrow at 5 p.m. Dick Walker, pro from Morris Park Country Club, will be the instructor. Bring clubs and $1 to the practice fairway of the Barlow Memorial Golf Course. Sign up in advance at the NVA office, or call 259-6100. — The Observer

A table tennis club is being started on campus. If interested, please attend a meeting at the Lafayette Little Theater tomorrow at 8:30 or call Ted Pfarrer at 988-1998. — The Observer

The Annual Blue-Gold Game will be played in Notre Dame Stadium this Saturday, April 28, at 1 p.m. Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s Students will be admitted free with ID at gate 15 only. — The Observer

Deadline: FRIDAY, APRIL 27

WANTED:
Any student interested in applying for positions of PRODUCER and DIRECTOR for STUDENT PLAYERS (1985-6)

sign up on 2nd FLOOR, LaFortune, Student Activities Board
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Mac's Deli (in numbered jerseys), shown here in earlier Bookstore action, was an easy winner yesterday in a Dypanna (aka Fupid). The original field of 52 teams has now been trimmed to 32, as the fifth round gets underway today. Phil Wolf provides a summary of all the tournament action and a preview of today's games below.

**Bookstore Round Four trims field down to thirty-two teams**

**By PHIL WOLF**

Sports Writer

After five days of vacation, the 64 teams still remaining in Bookstore XIII, and the field on which which teams would continue on to the fifth round of the tournament.

The 32 games of yesterday's fourth round, which were played with some of the names of the first three rounds in Bookstore history, went smoothly, and there were several exciting matchups.

One of the best games of the afternoon was the 6-15 p.m. contest between Over the Limit and Fnn Store 2. Fnn-Foo the noon was the 6:15 p.m. contest between Over the Limit and Foo-Foo between Over the Limit and Fnn Store 2. Foo-Foo the noon was the 6:15 p.m. contest between Over the Limit and Foo-Foo between Over the Limit and Fnn Store 2. Foo-Foo the noon was the 6:15 p.m. contest between Over the Limit and Foo-Foo.

Chris Brown lost the winners with 6-8-20 shooting, while teammate Marty Roddy hit 6-12 and grabbed 15 rebounds. The Limit shot 21-45 as a team, while Fnn-Foo hit 24-44, but a win over conference opponent Denison this afternoon on Carrier Field would improve Notre Dame's chances immensely.

**Denison today**

Since the Ohio Wesleyan loss, the Irish have improved their record to 6-9 in the conference, putting them one game behind co-leaders Denison and Wesleyan, who have yet to play each other this year. A Notre Dame win over Denison and a Denison win over Wesleyan would leave a three-way tie for first place.

Before the Irish start looking at all the possibilities, they must get past pesky Midland power Defoe, a nationally-ranked Division III team that defeated Notre Dame two years ago in the NCAA tournament. The visitors enter the game with an 8-4 record after starting the season off slowly against tough Eastern competition.

"They (Denison) started out with a lot of new people, but they're improving every week," explains O'Leary. "At this point in the season, I think they're trending toward where they were a couple of years ago.

"They are a very balanced club who are able to get some scoring from their midfield. They just beat Washington & Lee (an eastern Division III team) 18-15, as the fiftieth game of the season.

**Irish Items**

- **Career High:**
  1. What Irish basketball player played in the most games during his Irish career? 2. Who is the all-time leading scorer in Irish field hockey history? (Hint: The record was set this year). 3. What sport had the longest winning streak in Notre Dame history? (122 straight wins). 4. Who is Notre Dame's all-time leading Tulsa? 5. Who is the all-time leading scorer in men's basketball? (Hint: Who holds the record for the longest winning streak in Notre Dame history?)

**Post-Season Play**
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